Abstract: Data mining, the extraction of hidden predictive information from large databases, is a powerful new technology with great potential used in various commercial applications including retail sales, e-commerce, remote sensing, bioinformatics etc. There are varieties of popular data mining task within the educational data mining e.g. classification, clustering, outlier detection, association rule, prediction etc. This paper focuses Gaussian Proesses of the comparisions various correlation coeffient accuracies by applying the different paprameters pruning methods and analysis in weka tool.
INTRODUCTION
Now a days, large quantities of data is being accumulated. Seeking knowledge from massive data is one of the most desired attributes of Data Mining. Data could be large in two senses: in terms of size & in terms of dimensionality. Also there is a huge gap from the stored data to the knowledge that could be construed from the data. Manual data analysis has been around for some time now, but it creates a bottleneck for large data analysis. The transition won't occur automatically; in this case, we need the data mining. Data Mining could help in a more in-depth knowledge about the data.
Extreme learning machine (ELM) is a special single-hidden layer feed-forward neural network (SLFN). Due to its lower computational complexity and better generalization performance, ELM has recently attracted a lot of interests in research and industry and is used in a wide range of applications. ELM uses a random method to determine input weights/hidden layer biases and analytically computes the output weights. Therefore, it is extremely fast to train an ELM model. It has also been proved that ELM can guarantee the universal approximate capability of ELM .
In this paper section 1 focuses, introduction about the machine learning, Section 2 presents materials and methods, In section 3 presents results and discussions and finally Section 3 presents conclusion about this research work.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section presents the materials and methods of this research work. Here it has implemented the weka tool for mining process The WEKA GUI chooser launches the WEKA's graphical environment which has five buttons: Simple CLI, Explorer, Experimenter, Knowledge Flow and Workbench. 
Dataset Information
This database contains 76 attributes, but all published experiments refer to using a subset of 14 of them. In particular, the Cleveland database is the only one that has been used by ML researchers to this date. The "goal" field refers to the presence of heart disease in the patient. It is integer valued from 0 (no presence) to 4. Experiments with the Cleveland database have concentrated on simply attempting to distinguish presence (values 1,2,3,4) from absence (value 0). The above 14 data attributes are processed and it has derived from 76 attributes.
In this research paper implements the various kernel parameters pruning. They are 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section clearly described the results of applying the various parameters in Gaussian processes and it produces the various co efficient accuracies and also it mentioned the time taken to build the models. This above diagram represents the various kernel parameters and the models produces the various correlation coefficients in gaussians processes.The model produces the correlation coefficent accuracy level 0.51 while applying linear or poly kernel in this data set. The model produces the correlation coefficent accuracy level 0.53 while applying Normalized poly kernel in this data set. The model produces the correlation coefficent accuracy level 0.48 while applying linear or poly kernel in this data set. The model produces the correlation coefficent accuracy level 0.41 while applying RBF kernel in this data set.
CONCLUSIONS
The results clearly demonstrate the various parameters pruning for Gaussian processes correlation coefficient accuracies and the model discovered the time has taken to build the models. The Normalized poly kernel has the highest accuracy compare than other accuracy results. So the recommended model is normalized poly kernel model in Gaussian process. 
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